APS INTER-SCHOOL TT TOURNAMENT CONCLUDES
AT APSJC
16 JULY, 2022
DAY-3
On the concluding day of the three day grand sporting spectacle APS Kaluchak won the Interschool (CLUSTER-1) Table Tennis Competition( 2022-23 ) by trouncing APS Damana by 3-0 .
Later in the day, a well-coordinated cultural presentation left all spellbound . The closing
ceremony began with the singing of AWES song . Next in line was a display of perfect harmony
and synchronization by the school orchestra group adding serenity to the environment. It was then
followed by a high energy hip hop dance number wherein all the sporting moves were infused that
set everyone’s foot tapping.
The Principal, Ms Puneet Kaur in her address congratulated the winning team and thanked all for
putting their best foot forward for making the event a grand success. She thanked Ms Hem Lata
Vishen, principal APS Kaluchak, for gracing the event to boost the morale of the teams.
The chief guest for the day, the Vice Chairman of the school, Col Ashish Kumar Pathak , CO 5
Guards , distributed the prizes to the winning teams. APS Kaluchak won the inter-school TT
tournament. APS Damana was the runners-up while the bronze trophy was bagged by APS
Ratnuchak. Mr Ravish Vaid and Mr Asad Sharma, the referees for the event were felicitated by the
chief guest.
The chief guest in his address congratulated all and said ‘It’s not just about winning or losing, but
to learn about teamwork, sportsmanship and such events help imbibe such values’. Later he
declared the event closed.
The sports coordinator Mr Deep Kishore Singh proposed vote of thanks and thanked all for
making the three day event a rich experience and a motivating learning journey . This was
followed by high tea wherein players were seen interacting with the fellow players and sharing
their experiences.

